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Abstract: New methods for implementing rejection algorithms are suggested. The objectives are to avoid the generation 
of unwanted envelope variates, to use fewer pseudorandom uniform variates, and to bypass as far as possible the need 
to decide whether to accept or to reject. Considerably fewer than two uniforms on average, per attempted output of a 
target random variable, can be achieved, together with an increased acceptance rate. The generation of tail variates 
from a normal distribution is used as illustration. 
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1. Introduction 
The customary acceptance-rejection method of generating pseudorandom variables involves a 
pair of independent uniform random variables U and R, each with support [0, 11. Let the 
probability density function (pdf) of the required “ target” distribution be f(x), and let the pdf 
of an “envelope” distribution be g(x). A value x = G-l(u) is generated from the envelope 
distribution; this is then accepted as a random value from the target distribution if and only if 
(x, r) satisfies the condition 
C X,R= {(x, r): rcg(x) <f(x)}, where c= s;p 
The acceptance rate (the proportion of envelope variates accepted) is c-l. 
Computer methods for generating pseudorandom variates should ideally be fast, frugal, exact 
and portable, see e.g., [l]. To what extent does the acceptance-rejection method satisfy these 
desiderata? 
Its speed depends on (i) the ease of generation of the envelope variates, (ii) a high acceptance 
rate, and (iii) an easily computed acceptance criterion. Ease of generation can be achieved by 
choosing an envelope distribution which can be generated by inversion of its cumulative 
distribution function (cdf). If the envelope also closely resembles the target distribution, then the 
acceptance rate will be high. The computation of the acceptance criterion CX,, can, however, be 
very time-consuming. Often Cx,, is partially replaced by ingenious lower and upper bounds; 
these can dramatically improve the speed of the algorithm, though they will increase the length 
of the compiled code, and decrease the inherent great simplicity of the algorithm. 
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Generation of envelope variates by inversion of the cdf leads also to a program with few lines 
of code, i.e., to frugality. The number of stored constants and the amount of set-up code are 
typically small. 
Exactness is ensured if the method is implemented correctly. 
Implementation on different kinds of machines generally raises no difficulties, but speed on 
different machines depends markedly on differences in speed between pseudorandom number 
generators. A reduction in the number of pseudorandom numbers required per outputted target 
variate will lessen this form of machine dependence. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce improvements in acceptance-rejection methodology. 
The target distributions under discussion are primarily continuous distributions with fixed 
parameters. 
The ratio-of-two-uniforms method also involves two independent uniforms U and R, each 
with support [0, 11; the ratio x = r/u is accepted as a random value from the target distribution 
provided that (u, r) satisfies 
c &= 
i 
(2.4, r): z.4~P2 d 
( 1) 
, 
where h(x) is proportional to f(x). The starting-point in the paper is a variant of the 
acceptance-rejection method which similarly focusses attention on the pair of independent 
uniforms (u, r). This enables unacceptable pairs (u, r) to be rejected before generating a target 
value x = G-‘(U). Moreover, the process of deciding whether or not to accept (u, r), and 
thereafter generate an envelope variate for acceptance as a target variate, can be simplified by 
partitioning the unit square into regions. Regions corresponding to certain rejection can be 
eliminated, thereby increasing the acceptance rate. Also it may be possible to avoid the use of a 
value R = r for those regions where acceptance is certain. The advantages of a successful 
partition are an increased acceptance rate, a decrease in the number of uniforms required per 
outputted target variate, and a more rapid decision-taking process. 
Section 2 outlines the method. Section 3 illustrates different types of partition and highlights 
the advantages of the “patchwork” approach, by considering the generation of tail variates from 
a normal distribution, using Lomax, Raleigh and exponential envelopes. 
2. The new approach 
Let U and R be a pair of independent uniform random variates, each with support [0, 11, let 
the pdf of the target distribution be f(x), let the pdf of the envelope distribution be g(x), and 
suppose that the latter can be generated by inversion of its cdf. Then x = G-‘(U) generates a 
random envelope variate. The condition 
C X,R= {(x, r): rcg(x)<f(x)}, where c= s;p 
for the acceptance of x as a random target variate can be replaced by 
r,,, = {by 4: rcg(G-‘(u)) <f(G-l(u))}, 
where c = sup,{ f (G-‘( u))/g( GP1( u))} < 00. 
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Use of ru,, means that the decision whether or not to accept a hypothetical random value 
x = G-‘(u), can be taken before x = G-'(u) is generated, i.e., effort is not wasted on generating 
unwanted values from the envelope distribution. Merely concentrating attention on ru,, instead 
of C&R does not, of course, alter the acceptance rate. 
If lower and upper prebounds for Cx,, are used, then these can also be transformed into 
conditions in terms of u and r, if wished. 
Consider now the unit square S = {(u, r): 0 < u < 1, 0 < r < l}. When c-l is high, r = ru,, 
will occupy most of S. Suppose that S is partitioned into n regions Ai, i = 1,. . . , n, and let 
k(i) = 0, 1, 2 b e an indicator variable. If Ai n r = 0, i.e., rejection is certain, then let k(i) = 0, 
whilst if Ai n l-” =fl, i.e., acceptance is certain, let k(i) = 1. Other regions will be such that 
Ai n r #@, A, n I” #El; for these let k(i) = 2. The success of the partition will depend on 
whether the total area of the regions for which k(i) = 2 is small. 
There is no point in sampling points (u, r) from regions for which k(i) = 0; because rejection 
is certain, such regions can be eliminated. Points from the remaining regions can be sampled 
randomly by regarding the regions as strata. If a region already is, or can be transformed into, a 
rectangle with a fixed height, then the probability of choosing the region will be proportional to 
the width of the rectangle; this will be closely related to the range of values of u for that region. 
A binary search tree can be used to make a random choice between regions; this will be very fast 
if the number of regions with k(i) # 0 is low. 
Suppose that A, is selected. If k(j) = 1, then a value R = r is unnecessary; acceptance is 
certain, and x = G-‘(u) can be delivered immediately. Only when k(j) = 2 for the selected 
region is it necessary to test whether the random point (u, r) falls within Aj n T (resulting in 
acceptance of (u, r) and generation of x = G-‘(u)), or whether (u, r) falls outside Aj n T 
(leading to rejection of (u, r)). 
3. Examples 
Consider the tail of a normal distribution 
Let c-l be the acceptance rate; for each outputted target variate let Nu be the average number 
of uniform random variates which are needed, and let NT be the average number of tests using 
the acceptance-rejection criterion. 
Example 1. If the envelope distribution is a member of the family of Lomax distributions with 
cdf 
G(x)=l-s, x> 3, 
then the highest acceptance rate is achieved when a = +(13l/* - 9); we have 
c-l = 0.65, N, = 3.06 and NT = 1.53. 
The boundary of ru,, then goes through the points (0, 0.65), (0.5, l), (0.88, 0.005), (1, 0); while 
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the generation of envelope variates is very simple, the decision whether or not to accept (u, Y) 
(i.e., (x, Y)) is complicated. 
A partition based on four equal slices, producing four regions with k(i) = 0 (immediate 
rejection), three with k(i) = 1 (immediate acceptance), and five with k(i) = 2, gives 
C -’ = 0.85, N,=1.56 and Nr=O.38. 
Partition by eight equal slices produces nine regions with k(i) = 0, seven with k(i) = 1, and ten 
with k(i) = 2; this partition yields 
C -l = 0.91, Nt_, = 1.29 and NT = 0.19. 
Example 2. If the envelope distribution is a member of the family of Raleigh distributions with 
cdf 
G(x) = 1 - eb(9-x2)/2, x 2 3, 
then the value of b giving the highest acceptance rate is b = 1. The generation of envelope 
variates involves the square root of a linear function of ln(1 - u), which is nontrivial in 
CPU-time to compute, and the acceptance-rejection criterion also involves this expression. The 
boundary of ru,, is, however, monotonically decreasing, and ru,, occupies most of the unit 
square. We have 
c-i = 0.91) iVu = 2.19 and NT = 1.09. 
By means of a single horizontal cut and a single vertical cut, it is possible to divide the unit 
square into one region with k(i) = 0, one with k(i) = 1, and two with k(i) = 2, giving 
C -l = 0.94, N, = 1.36 and NT = 0.29. 
Example 3. When the envelope distribution is exponential, with cdf 
G(x) = 1 - eh(3-X), x >, 3, 
the highest acceptance rate is given by A = 3. Again the boundary of ru,, decreases monotoni- 
cally. Envelope variates are obtained as x = 3 - :(ln(l - u)), and the boundary of TV,, is 
18 In(r) = - ln2( 1 - u). We have 
c-l = 0.91, N, = 2.19 and NT = 1.09. 
Partitioning by a suitably chosen horizontal cut and a vertical cut yields 
C -l = 0.94, No = 1.37 and Nr = 0.30. 
Comments 
The values of N, and NT are very similar for the Raleigh and the exponential envelopes, 
using the suggested partitions. However generation of an envelope variate is simpler for the 
exponential envelope. 
The choice between a Lomax envelope with eight slices and an exponential envelope with two 
cuts is less clear. The generation of Lomax pseudorandom variates is particularly easy, and, 
having chosen a region at random, there is a higher probability of immediate acceptance. 
However a random selection of one out of seventeen regions is required for the Lomax envelope 
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with eight slices, whereas only one out of three is needed for the exponential envelope with two 
cuts. The advantage of the exponential patchwork algorithm is that it uses very few constants, 
and is very little longer than the usual exponential algorithm. 
The exponential patchwork algorithm and the usual exponential algorithm were both run on a 
VAX 11/785 machine, using the NAG random number generator GOSCAF. The patchwork 
algorithm took 107 microseconds on average per outputted variate, as against 206 microseconds 
for the usual algorithm. 
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